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Abstract
In this paper a pressure vessel model is developed via Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) method. Storage vessels that
are design for pressures of about 50kpa are regulated. The transportable gas container are not pressure vessels in
themselves, however, the process heating equipment of steam or hot water generation are defined as pressure
vessels. The manufacturing of these vessels follow certain health and safety regulations such as ISO9001:2015.
Accordingly, a pressure vessel is designed to be fabricated using these safety standards.
In this research the welding current, voltages, and travel speed significantly affects the tensile strength and the
hardness. The first factor welding current of about 260, 270 and 280 amperes were used for the investigation. The
results show high density and increased material tensile strength and hardness. The welding using SAW was done
safely and each condition was tested a total of three times by using full factories design. All the components parts
aligned properly, there was no misalignment that could be observed.
Keywords
Pressure vessels, 3D solid model design, Submerged Arc Welding (SAW), material selection, manufacturing
process.

1. Introduction
Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) is a typical curve welding measure. The main SAW patent was taken out in 1935.
The cycle requires a ceaselessly taken care of consumable strong or cylindrical (metal cored) electrodes (Aswed and
Ruiz, p210). The liquid weld and the circular segment zone are shielded from air defilement by being submerged
under a cover of granular fusible motion consisting of lime, silica, manganese oxide, calcium fluoride, and different
mixes, at the point when liquid, the transition gets conductive, and gives a current way between the anode and the
work (Ranta-Maunus and Talja, p170). This thick layer of transition totally covers the liquid metal accordingly
forestalling scatter and starts just as stifling the extreme bright radiation and exhaust that are a piece of the protected
metal bend welding (PMBW) measure.
SAW is ordinarily worked in the programmed or motorized mode, in any case, self-loader (hand-held) SAW
weapons with pressurized or gravity transition feed conveyance are accessible (Cowan and Picker, p111). The cycle
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is ordinarily restricted to the level or even filet welding positions (Leach and Soden, p60). Despite the fact that flows
going from 300 to 2000A are normally utilized, flows of up to 5000A have likewise been utilized (numerous bends).
Single or various (2 - 5) cathode wire varieties of the cycle exist. SAW strip-cladding uses a level strip terminal (for
example 60 mm wide x 0.5 mm thick). Alternating Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC) force can be utilized, and
mixes of AC and DC are basic on various cathode frameworks. Consistent voltage welding power supplies are most
ordinarily utilized; nonetheless, steady current frameworks in blend with a voltage detecting wire-feeder are
accessible (Tooth and Nash, p09).
In this paper the process of using a submerged arc welding machine to develop the pressure vessel is outlined, with
the main focus of improving the welding processes. On this process of submerging the external or internal sides
have to be considered; or the circumferential or longitudinal sides for submerging the train pressure vessel which is
initially of a curved shape. The submerging process takes place on the four cylinder components that would be use
to construct the train pressure vessel.

Figure 1: The process of submerging (Tooth and Nash, p10)
Figure 1 is a demonstration of the processes of submerging by using the submerged arc welding (SAW) machine. As
can be seen the parts are listed and with the use of this process, the welding seams should be big as much as possible
to close the holes or gapes. The welding seams should be inside and outside of the train pressure vessel. The
direction of welding is shown by an arrow.

1.1. Welding Operations
The motion begins storing on the joint to be welded. Since the motion when cold is non-conveyor of power, the
curve might be struck either by contacting the cathode with the work piece or by putting steel fleece among anode
and occupation prior to turning on the welding current or by utilizing a high recurrence unit. In all cases the curve is
struck under a front of transition (Chao and Sutton, p188). Motion in any case is an encasing yet once it softens
because of warmth of the bend, it turns out to be profoundly conductive and consequently the current stream is kept
up between the cathode and the work piece through the liquid motion. The upper segment of the transition, in
contact with the environment, which is noticeable remaining parts granular (unaltered) and can be reused. The
lower, softened motion becomes slag, which is squander material and should be taken out after welding.
The anode is consistently taken care of to the joint to be welded at a foreordained speed. In self-loader welding sets
the welding head is moved physically along the joint. In programmed welding a different drive moves either the
welding head over the fixed work or the employment moves/pivots under the fixed-welding head (Chao and Sutton,
p189). The bend length is kept consistent by utilizing the rule of a self-changing curve. In the event that the circular
segment length diminishes, curve voltage will expand, bend current and in this way consume off rate will increment
consequently making the curve protract. The converse happens if the circular segment length builds more than the
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normal. A support plate of steel or copper might be utilized to control entrance and to help a lot of liquid metal
related with the cycle.

1.2. Key SAW measure factors
For all intents and purposes no edge arrangement is important relying upon joint setup and required entrance. The
cycle is reasonable for both indoor and outside works (Moffat, p243). Welds delivered are sound, uniform, pliable,
consumption safe, and have great effect esteem. Single-pass welds can be made in thick plates with ordinary
hardware. The bend is constantly covered under a cover of transition, in this way there is zero chance of splash of
weld, 50 to 90% of the motion is recoverable, and reused.
In this case, the weld quality is broadly impacted by the lowered circular segment welding boundaries like welding
speed, welding current, curve voltage, terminal stick out which is firmly identified with the figuring of the weld dot
(Moffat, p244), this article examines a review of lowered bend welding strategy. In this sort of welding, the motion
starts for storing on the joint to be welded. At whatever point the motion is cool, at that point it goes about as a
separator. The bend can be begun by moving the apparatus by the work divide. The curve struck will continually
stay under a wide covering of transition, and the create heat by the bend mollifies the granular motion.
When the motion is liquefied by the warmth of the circular segment, at that point it will turn out to be exceptionally
conductive. At a fixed speed, the terminal from the roll is continually taken care of toward the joint to be connected.
In the event that connecting is incompletely programmed (Moffat, p244); at that point the highest point of the
welding can be moved actually alongside the association. In a programmed lowered bend welding, a different drive
can be utilized to move the welding top over the fixed occupation in any case work moves underneath the top of the
fixed welding.
With the assistance of oneself changing circular segment standard, the length of the curve is kept stable. At the point
when the circular segment length decreases, the bend voltages will increment and this will expand the curve current.
Along these lines (Moffat, p245), the paces of consume off will increment and the bend length will be expanded.
The converse marvel emerges when the circular segment length rises more than the normal length. For straight
entrance just as for supporting the colossal amount of softened metal a help steel plate in any case copper might be
utilized.
1.3. Limitation
• Restricted to ferrous (steel or treated steels) and some nickel-based compounds.
• Motion and slag buildup can introduce a wellbeing and security concern.
• Requires between pass and post weld slag expulsion.
• (Moffat, p 246)

2. Literature review
Build up a tough, ease, point infrared sensor that is utilized to screen and control the welding cycle. Warmth move
investigation is performed to contemplate the impacts of the plate surface temperatures to the weld math, happening
during the welding cycle. This is associated to genuine estimations from the IR sensor checking changes in the plate
surface temperature during the welding cycle. The weld globule entrance profundity is estimated and contrasted with
the expectation of the warmth move examination (Lidbury and Morland, p350). Infrared tomography is utilized to
screen and control weld math during the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding cycle of hardened steel 316LN plates
(Zeng and Gao, et al, p198).
The delivered warm pictures are investigated to decide temperature dissemination designs that offer impact to weld
calculation and that give the sign of the idea of weld abandons in the weld pool. The created strategy can be utilized
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as a reason for the versatile/astute weld system. An examination by features the use of warm-imaging sensors for
location of imperfections, for example, the absence of infiltration, (Rintamaa and Keinanen,et al, p198) and
assessment of the profundity of entrance during TIG welding. Results show that IR imaging strategy can sufficiently
distinguish absence of entrance and profundity of infiltration on the web.
The warm images and visual band camera are the primary vision sensors utilized during on-line checking. A
framework dependent on the utilization of one warm-vision camera and two charged-coupled device (CCD) cameras
for evaluation of a welding cycle and welded joints is introduced in. Writing proposes a strategy for alignment,
following and accreditation of warm images through the execution of best global estimation rehearses (Gorynin and
Ignatov,et al, p321). The investigation by utilizes thermography to decide weld globule math and weld abandons
continuously during the Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) cycle of hardened steel (Gorynin and Ignatov, et al,
p322).
The weld dot math results got utilizing line-filter examination of the IR warm profiles is effectively related to the
qualities got through experimentation, with the relationship coefficient of 0.8. The imperfections recognized through
warm pictures are confirmed utilizing X-Beam radiography. In their examination to distinguish weld deformities of
the TIG welding measure through warm imaging (Folias, p249), show that the weld abandons recognized through
thermography contrasts well and those found through X-Beam strategy. One of the primary difficulties experienced
through this investigation is the trouble in following the right warm history of the weld locale, given that the IR
camera focused on a moving district of revenue.
One method of moderating the effect of such a constraint is to build the region important incorporate something
beyond the weld pool. IR thermography is utilized to perform the crease following, infiltration control, globule
width control, and cooling rate control to guarantee adequate weld quality (Folias, p249). Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) are utilized related to warm imaging to foresee weld dab math. The ANN model is approved utilizing
tentatively estimated values and the relationship coefficient of 0.99 is achieved. Present another methodology of
adjusting welding boundaries in the weld-based added substance producing measure utilizing IR imaging and
converse investigation.
Top to bottom investigation of warm pictures versus the reproduction results produces equivalent boundaries, for
example, mean layer temperature and cooling rate, which are utilized in cost capacities (Bilir and Kiir~at ӧzgen,et
al, p164). Examinations of anticipated and estimated values show a mistake in temperature history under 30°C. The
investigation infers that temperature estimations utilizing IR imaging is much better than thermocouples for weldbased added substance fabricating applications. IR thermography is utilized to tentatively approve the finite element
analysis (FEA) models for a Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) joints on a steel plate (Zondi et al,2010).
The creators see that the protecting granular transition present in the SAW cycle makes warm imaging troublesome.
A few analysts have recommended the utilization of transition evacuation strategies, for example, vacuuming
promptly behind the weld-pool. The creators in produced an extraordinary U-molded piece to get the transition far
from the district of interest so temperature estimations, (Folias, p250) which occurred away from the combination
zone, should be possible proficiently. The temperature esteems anticipated utilizing mathematical strategies are
discovered to be in sensible concurrence with the exploratory outcomes. The exactness of the limited component
model is discovered to be satisfactory for the distinguished boundaries, with R-square qualities running somewhere
in the range of 0.96 and 0.99.
Mathematical strategies are utilized to display the metal surfacing measure utilizing the metal inert gas (MIG)
welding strategy. Thermography is utilized to approve the mathematical outcomes (Folias, p251). The warm camera
is utilized to decide temperature conveyance through chronicle temperature at different purposes of the surface. The
pictures from mathematical examination are contrasted and those delivered through warm imaging, and they have all
the earmarks of being fundamentally the same as.
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Examinations of anticipated and estimated values show a great relationship with a most extreme mistake of 0.0994.
A proposed far off welding measure dependent on a procedure that joins picture handling with delicate processing to
gauge dab math is introduced by (Zondi et al,2011). The constant dot calculation observing considers on-line
parametric changes during the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding cycle of tempered steel. Presently think about the
exploratory method as follows:

Figure 2: Setup with a SAW Machine and SWIR camera for continuous temperature measurement (Zondi et al,2010).

Figure 3a: SAW Machine setup in the workshop (Zondi et al,2010).
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Figure3b: SAW Machine turn table with a weld sample (Zondi et al,2010).

3.

The 3D Solid Model Development

The 3D solid model design of the train pressure vessel has been done by using Autodesk Inventor (CAD), however,
its construction has been done by considering the four cylinders components to form the pressure vessel of about
17m long while the external diameter is 2.7m with the thickness of 16mm.The internal diameter has been calculated
by considering this formula:
External diameter = Internal + 2xthickness
D = d + 2t, therefore (Sharpies and Clayton, et al,)
d = D – 2t = 2700mm – 2x16mm = 2668mm
Now consider Figure 4 which shows the 3D solid model design of the train pressure vessel. The four cylinder
components are being presented by the different colors that have been assembled together. Those components have
been mounted on the train bogies as seen in Figure 4. The holes on top of the train pressure vessel has different
functions, the big hole is used to pour liquids or gases inside while the small hole is used to gauge the pressure.
The design pressure means a gauge pressure used to determine the dimensions of the components of the pressure
equipment; the design temperature is used to determine the dimensions of the components parts of the pressure
equipment (Sharpies and Clayton, et al, p322). According to the new regulation the 115,000 DOT, 111 train pressure
vessels would be replaced with the DOT 117 train pressure vessels. The general train pressure vessels are nonpressure vessel that could be used to carry almost any material. These materials could be any kind of regulated or
non-regulated (Chauke, et al, 2019).
On the processes of manufacturing the train pressure vessel the sheet metal plate need to be bent or rolled by using
the rolling machine, after which the submerging would take place to fold the plate. Liquid water at 300℃ at
elevated pressures is defined as gas (Chauke et al, 2019). When the fluid loses the containment it changes from
liquid to gas and thus defined as gas.
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Figure 4: Train pressure vessel design.
The process of submerged arc welding is sometimes called hidden arc process. This process has been used to
develop the train pressure vessel in this paper. From Figure 4 it could be seen how the submerging process has been
done. The process of bending the sheet metal plate has been done by using the rolling machine and the thickness of
this plate is 16mm while the length is 7m with a width of 2m. For submerging the four cylinders components first
should be aligning properly before the welding process takes place.
During the submerged process the Welding Rotator Machine (WRM) has been used as well to align the
components. The process of welding external and internal on the train pressure vessel has been done accordingly.
However, the welding seams have been made big as much as possible to avoid the leaking of liquids or gases when
they pour inside of the train pressure vessel. The submerging process has been applied by rotating the train pressure
vessel in a clockwise or anti-clockwise direction to make sure that all the sides are being touched.
Submerging process has been done in such a way that the four cylinder components are together as one solid. To
make sure that the welding seams are strong enough the train pressure vessels was put into the oven for a certain
number of hours. After all the process the train pressure vessel would be mounted on the train bogie with the other
components like the brackets and so forth.
3.1. Train Pressure Vessel Properties
Table 1: Individual Specification Minimum Requirements (Sharpies and Clayton, et al, p322)
TC
Specification

Minimum
Plate
Thickness
mm (in.)

Tank
Burst
Pressure
kPa (psi)

Tank
Test
Pressure
kPa (psi)

105A100ALW

15.9
(5/8)

3447
(500)

689
(100)

Minimum
Manway
Cover
Thickness
mm (in.)
63.5
(2½)
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105A200ALW
105A300ALW
105A100W
105A200W
105A300W
105A400W

4.

15.9
(5/8)
15.9
(5/8)
14.3
(9/16)
14.3
(9/16)
17.5
(11/16)

3447
(500)
5171
(750)
3447
(500)
3447
(500)
5171
(750)

1379
(200)
2068
(300)
689
(100)
1379
(200)
2068
(300)

63.5
(2½)
66.7
(2 5/8)
57.2
(2¼)
57.2
(2¼)
57.2
(2¼)

No

No

8.3.22.1

No

No

8.3.22.1

No

No

8.3.22.2

No

No

8.3.22.2

No

No

17.5
(11/16)

6894
(1000)

2758
(400)

57.2
(2¼)

No

No

8.3.22.2
8.3.22.3
8.3.22.4
8.3.22.2
8.3.22.3
8.3.22.4

Material Selection for the Train Pressure Vessel

Material selection and manufacturing processes are important activities for the structural design. Every industry
designing and manufacturing structural components do selection of material for that particular design. However, to
understand if the design would withstand the loads or stresses that are acting on it this should be investigated using
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulations. Material selection based on which material would be suitable for a
certain design, require calculation/experimental and Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation to compare the
materials (Sharpies and Clayton, et al, p322). However, the strength design is emphasized in engineering otherwise
explosion of the train pressure vessel would occur or the design would fail if it is not strong enough to withstand that
particular load or stress among other things which would be acting on it.
Steel material has been chosen since it is strong, stainless and would not damage the train pressure vessel. Steel is
cheap and affordable. This selection was done by comparing with the other two materials which are Stainless Steel
and Steel Mild Welded. The results from Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation showed that structural steel has
better properties.
5.

Conclusion and Discussion

This paper developed a pressure vessel via submerging arc welding. For the welding samples the tensile strength and
hardness were found to correspond to a formation of pearlite density in the welding metal and heat affected zone
(Sharpies and Clayton, et al, p322). On joining these four cylinder components using submerged arc welding (SAW)
machine, the process of welding started by submerging the four sides with the small welding seams to give the
components the strength then the whole body was considered. The welding seams are big as possible to avoid
leaking of the liquids or gases when they are poured inside the train pressure vessel.
The DOT 111 train pressure vessel has been replaced by the DOT 117 train pressure vessel which is an
improvement on containing and transportation of the liquids or gases (Sharpies and Clayton, et al, p322). It is
recommended that hydraulic test be done to see if there is a problem with the train pressure vessel more especially
gapes or holes during the welding process. For developing models via submerged arc welding (SAW) machine could
improve train manufacturing process,
A very well designed 3D solid model of the train pressure vessel fabricated via submerged arc welding will address
the problems of welding misalignment. After the submerging process the train pressure vessel would be put in the
oven to boost the welding seams. The tensile strength and hardness would improve to give the welding seams
strength on the pressure vessel. The welding currents should be started from 260, 270 and 280 amperes (Sharpies
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and Clayton, et al, p322). Improved results of welding the train pressure vessel has been obtained in this paper.
Quality control aspects are more important to meet regulation and control welding processes.
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